Abstract-In hop-by-hop networks, provision of multipath routes for all nodes can improve fault tolerance and performance. In this paper we study the multipath route calculation by constructing a directed acyclic graph (DAG) which includes all edges in the network. We define new DAG construction problems with the objectives of 1) maximizing the minimum connectivity, 2) maximizing the minimum max-flow, and 3) maximizing the minimum max-flow as an extension of shortest path routing. A family of new algorithms called Maximum Alternative Routing Algorithms (MARAs) is described, proven formally to solve the problems optimally, and contrasted with existing multipath algorithms. MARAs are evaluated for the number of paths, the length of paths, the computational complexity, and the computation time, using simulations based on several real Internet Autonomous System (AS) network topologies. We show that MARAs run in sub-second times on moderate-speed processors and achieve a significant increase in the number of paths compared to existing multipath routing algorithms. These results should help further the process of deploying multipath routing in real-world networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
The most essential task of Internet routing systems is to calculate routes that do not include routing loops and are consistent on all routers. The Internet is designed as a hopby-hop network so that routers in the network need not maintain per-session communication state, improving network scalability in performance, in number of nodes, and in number of sessions. Since all routers in the Internet forward packets autonomously, they must independently make consistent decisions about the path to a destination in order to avoid routing loops. Configuring consistent loop-free routes for a destination is synonymous with constructing a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).
To a first approximation, the routing in the Internet is singlepath routing. Its goal is to find the shortest path by assigning each edge a cost and making the routing decision so that, for each source and destination pair of nodes, the sum of the edge costs in the path is the minimum. This principle can be seen in all commonly used routing protocols, including RIP [1] , OSPF [2] , IS-IS [3] , and BGP [4] .
Compared to the single-path routing commonly used in the Internet, enabling the use of multiple paths simultaneously, called multipath routing, can improve availability and transport capacity. However, in the current shortest-path routing, each router usually selects a single shortest path to a destination. Thus, the routes to the destination form a sink tree to the destination (called a Shortest Path Tree, or SPT), where multiple paths in the network can rarely be used. Although the existing IP routing architecture allows multipath routes where the path from the current node to the destination branches to multiple nexthops, multipaths in the shortest path routing require the costs to the destination on these paths to be equal, which rarely happens. The rare multipath routes in the shortest path routing are called Equal Cost Multi Paths (ECMPs) [2] . Note that both SPT and its ECMP extension are still a kind of DAG 1 . In order to be considered as a viable option for the evolution of the Internet, multipath routing must be theoretically sound, as well as practically implementable. Prior work has shown that multipath-aware end nodes are able to actively participate in failure avoidance [5] , [6] , [7] , but unmodified nodes also gain benefits from the increase in connectedness and aggregate throughput. In this paper, we focus on advancing the theory of multipath routing and demonstrate via implementation of our algorithms that multipath route calculation is indeed feasible. Thus, multipath is advancing toward a complete, practical system, and this paper checks off important points in the list of work items.
We propose a family of novel multipath route calculation algorithms, called Maximum Alternative Routing Algorithms (MARAs). MARAs construct a DAG that includes all edges in the network graph structure, in order to provide a significant number of alternative paths among all nodes to a destination. This is the first study of such DAGs for Internet routing, to the best of our knowledge. We introduce three new graph problems, all-to-one maximum connectivity routing problem, all-to-one max-flow routing problem, and all-to-one maximum shortest path alternatives problem, to describe the objectives of the algorithms. The new routing algorithms that can solve the problems optimally, called MARA-MC, MARA-MMMF, and MARA-SPE, are developed. All of them are essentially the applications of an existing algorithm, called Maximum Adjacency Ordering (MA ordering [8] , [9] ) algorithm, to Internet routing.
The main contributions of this paper are: (a) the introduction of the new graph routing problems; (b) the proposal of new multipath routing algorithms that apply MA ordering algo- 1 An ECMP extension of SPT is no longer precisely a tree. In this paper we still refer to the ECMP extension as SPT, for ease of explanation.
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978-1-4244-3513-5/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEErithm to the Internet routing; (c) the findings of the optimality proofs; and (d) the analysis of the algorithms on several realistic ISP topologies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Concepts and related work for multipath routing are presented in Section II. Section III models the routing problem and reviews the MA ordering algorithm. Sections IV-A, IV-B, and IV-C describe the problem, the algorithm, and the optimality proof for the objectives of improving the connectivity, the transport capacity, and the transport capacity with the shortest path routing compatibility, respectively. Section V evaluates the algorithms with the analysis of the results (i.e., calculated number of routes and path length), the computational complexities, and the computation time. Section VI gives the concluding remarks.
II. MULTIPATH ROUTING
Multipath routing can contribute to the availability of the communication network. Although it is commonly believed that Internet routing systems avoid failures, in the real world, complex problems that cannot be detected by routing systems occur, such as hardware malfunctions and software bugs in routers [10] , [11] . In theory, the rich connectivity of the Internet should exhibit high reliability. In practice, Internet routing protocols reduce the richer graph to a non-redundant tree in most cases. The non-redundant tree is vulnerable to failures, which degrade communication performance and connectivity until the route recomputation completes. For example, there exist problems in the forwarding plane of routers, which may remain undetected for extended periods and may ultimately require manual intervention to correct.
Along with a path switching mechanism that does not depend on the failure detection of a particular routing system, advance multipath route calculation can contribute to the availability of a communication system. Examples of such a path switching mechanism are Deflection [5] and Drouting [6] , [7] , where the end host can request a change of the communication path by changing the packet tag embedded in IP packets.
Multipath routing may also contribute to the transport capacity of a network. In the case of shortest-path routing, the maximum available bandwidth between a source and a destination is limited to that of the shortest path. The transport capacity of the network is unreasonably constrained, despite the possible availability of alternative paths with additional bandwidth. Multipath routing can alleviate this problem by splitting traffic to multipaths to balance the network load. Although MPLS [12] may be considered to be a multipath routing mechanism in this sense, this paper also considers networks that do not employ MPLS.
Maximum flow algorithms such as Dinits' algorithm [13] consider the max-flow for a source-destination node pair in the graph, while the all-to-one max-flow routing problem considers the max-flow among all nodes to a destination.
Some multipath route calculation algorithms have been proposed in the past. Existing multipath routing methods are based on, and are extensions of, shortest path routing.
Hence they require the administratively-established routing cost. MPDA [14] is a link state routing algorithm which distributes only partial topology information. MDVA [15] is a distance vector routing algorithm that uses diffusing computation [16] . MPATH [17] is another distance vector routing algorithm that distributes predecessor node information of paths. MPDA, MDVA and MPATH calculate multipath routes that are loop-free, using the Loop Free Invariant (LFI) condition on the routing metrics.
FIR [18] computes per network interface routing tables by executing the Shortest Path First (SPF) calculations separately for each of its neighbors in order to route around the failure. In [5] , Yang and Wetherall proposed Deflection, which extends the LFI condition by utilizing the identity of the previous hop to produce an increased number of nexthops. FIR and Deflection are multipath routing methods created with the goal of failure avoidance. Because they provide backtracking paths that transit the same node twice, they require complex path switching mechanisms, such as changing a packet's nexthop based on the previous hop or the incoming network interface, on a per-packet basis.
MARAs, as proposed in this paper, do not consider the administrative routing costs normally attached to links. Our method provides simple hop-by-hop multipath routes without backtrackings, and thus the modification required in the path switching mechanism is rather simple. Furthermore, in contrast to the LFI, which sometimes fails to utilize all the edges in the network for routing depending on the routing metric setting, MARAs always calculate the routes using all edges.
III. PREREQUISITES

A. General routing problem
An undirected graph G = (V, E) and a destination node t ∈ V are given, as the graph structure of the network on which the routes are to be calculated. The input graph is assumed to be connected and may have multiple edges between a pair of nodes, i.e., multigraph. In the following we utilize notations n and m for |V | and |E|, respectively. For the destination, it is required to calculate routing directions on edges to indicate routes for the hop-by-hop routing from every node to the destination on the graph. To avoid routing loops, the resulting directed graph should not have any directed cycles; i.e., the goal is to find a directed acyclic graph (DAG) on the input graph. The DAG is sometimes referred to as a routing graph in this paper.
A number of DAGs is allowed for a hop-by-hop network to be used as a routing graph. Note that a DAG signifies only routing directions for a single destination node. Thus multiple DAGs must be calculated to produce routes for all sourcedestination pairs in the network.
This paper discusses undirected graphs as input for ease of explanation. The algorithms in this paper support directed graphs; that is, for a given directed graph and a destination node, a DAG that achieves the particular objective can be found, without any modification required to the presented algorithms.
Instead of deciding the direction of each edge independently, a permutation of nodes is determined by our algorithms (i.e., nodes are labeled from 1 to n). A permutation of nodes sets the direction of each edge from the higher-labeled node to the lower-labeled node. It is known that constructing a DAG on an undirected graph is equivalent to deciding a topological order of nodes [19] .
In the next section, we review the MA ordering proposed by Nagamochi and Ibaraki [8] that produces a permutation of nodes. MA ordering is utilized and extended by our algorithms, described in Sections IV-A2, IV-B2, and IV-C2.
B. MA Ordering
With G = (V, E) as an input, an ordering v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n of nodes is called an MA ordering if an arbitrary node s is chosen as a starting point v 1 , and after choosing the first i nodes as v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v i , the (i + 1)-th node v i+1 is chosen from the remaining nodes v that have the largest number of edges between v and {v 1 , . . . , v i }. It is known that MA ordering is useful for various problems on graphs, such as identifying a minimum cut between two nodes and solving the edge-connectivity augmentation problem [9] . An algorithm to compute an MA ordering is given in Algorithm 1, where d(v, S) denotes the number of edges between a node v and a set of nodes S (i.e., the number of edges from v to one of the nodes in S).
i ← 2
4:
while i ≤ |V | do 5: choose a node v ∈ T with the largest d(v, S) 6: vi ← v, S = S ∪ {v}, T = T \ {v} 7: i ← i + 1 8: end while 9: output ordering (v1, v2, . . . , vn) of nodes 10: end procedure For a capacitated, undirected graph G = (V, E, cap), an ordering similar to the MA ordering is also defined. In this case, instead of choosing a node v ∈ T with the largest d(v, S) in Line 5, a node v with the largest w∈S cap(v, w) is chosen.
An MA ordering can be obtained in O(m + n) time for the case without link capacity using a custom data structure, and in O(m + n log n) time for the case with link capacity using Fibonacci heap [20] , as shown by Nagamochi and Ibaraki [8] .
IV. MARAS
Examples of the multipath routes calculated by MARAs are illustrated in Figure 1 . The graph labeled NETWORK denotes the network topology of AS1221. On the topology, the routes destined to a node (upper-right in the figure) calculated by Dijkstra, LFI, and two variants of MARAs (MARA-MC and MARA-SPE) are shown. Notice that the result of Dijkstra is almost non-redundant and nearly a tree, and LFI lacks some links present in the original graph (e.g., the upper left one). LFI and MARA-SPE are supersets of Dijkstra but in different ways, and MARA-MC has a totally different orientation from the others. Only MARAs employ all of the links in the network for the destination.
A. Improving connectivity 1) All-to-one Maximum Connectivity Routing Problem:
The first objective is to calculate a DAG with robustness. The robustness of reaching from all nodes to a destination in the network is determined by the minimum connectivity in the routing graph. By maximizing the minimum connectivity among all nodes to the destination node, an ideal routing that achieves the highest robustness for the destination can be obtained. We define the problem of deciding the directions of edges in order to maximize the minimum connectivity among all nodes to a destination as the all-to-one maximum connectivity routing problem. By calculating such routing for every destination, the whole routing that achieves the most robustness for all source-destination pairs can be obtained.
A formal description of the all-to-one maximum connectivity routing problem is as follows. An undirected graph G = (V, E) and the destination t ∈ V are given as inputs. A possible solution (a routing graph, DAG) is expressed by an orientation of edges (a set of directions of all edges). For each orientation p of the edges, k p (v, t) denotes the edge connectivity from v to t in the DAG determined by Fig. 2 . The relation between v, V , v , V , X and t in Lemma 4.1 the orientation p. (k p (t, t) = +∞ is assumed for every orientation p.) The all-to-one maximum connectivity routing problem is to find an orientation of edges in the given graph that maximizes the minimum connectivity among all nodes to the destination t under the condition that the resulting directed graph is acyclic. The problem is formulated as follows.
Maximize min
subject to p is an acyclic orientation.
2) MARA-MC:
We propose an algorithm, MARA-MC (Maximum Connectivity), that solves the all-to-one maximum connectivity routing problem optimally. MARA-MC is very simple: An MA ordering for an undirected graph G = (V, E) and an destination node t ∈ V is computed using the destination t as the initial node s in Algorithm 1. Then the direction of each edge is set from the higher-labeled node to the lowerlabeled node. The direction on an edge is interpreted as a route to the destination, with the head of the directed edge being the nexthop of the route. The MA ordering calculates routes from all nodes to the destination t. In order to determine routes among all source-destination node pairs in the network, the MA ordering algorithm must be executed for each destination in the network separately, i.e., n times. MARA-MC runs in O(m + n) time for one destination, hence O(mn + n 2 ) time for all source-destination pairs. A node must calculate routes for all source-destination pairs to find the routes from the node to all destinations in the network.
Below, we give an optimality proof for MARA-MC. Let v be the bottleneck node, which is defined as the lowest-labeled node with minimum k p (v, t) in an edge orientation p. First, in the following lemma, it is shown that the minimum cut between the bottleneck node v and the destination t is always the neighboring cut of v.
Lemma 4.1: Let v be the lowest-labeled node with the minimum
where V is the set of nodes which have lower-labels than v.
Proof: By using a relationship between the cut and the connectivity on a graph, k p (u, t) ≤ d(u, U ) holds for every node u = t, where U is a set of nodes having lower-labels than u. In other words, the connectivity from u to t, i.e., k p (u, t), cannot exceed the number of edges in its neighboring cut,
The equality in Lemma 4.1 is proven by contradiction. cut theorem on a directed graph [21] implies that there exists a directed cut X (i.e., a partition of nodes) whose size is equal to the connectivity from v to t, i.e., k p (v, t). Figure 2 shows the cut X in the center, separated from v by the assumption. v is assumed to be the lowest-labeled node such that v and v belong to the same subset of nodes partitioned by X, and thus is neighboring to X. Then, the following inequalities hold:
where V is the set of nodes which have lower-labels than v (V is also shown in Figure 2 ). This contradicts the assumption that v is the lowest-labeled node with the minimum connectivity to t.
Theorem 4.2: MARA-MC solves the all-to-one maximum connectivity routing problem optimally.
Proof: Suppose that the MA ordering algorithm starting from the destination node t produced a node-ordering such that the label i is given to the node v i for every node in V (the destination node has label 1, t = v 1 ). Call the orientation of edges from the higher-labeled node to the lower-labeled node in the node ordering "ma," and let g ma be the objective value for this orientation, i.e., the minimum connectivity among all nodes to the destination t. V i = {v 1 Let v k be the lowest-labeled node whose connectivity to the destination node t in "ma," k ma (v k , t), is the smallest. By using Lemma 4.1, the following equalities hold:
From a property of the MA ordering algorithm (in Line 5 of
Assume that there exists the other optimal ordering, whose orientation is denoted by "opt," that is better than the MA ordering (i.e., g opt > g ma holds). Figure 3 illustrates the assumption, using the same node labels as ma also for opt. Let v l be the node with the lowest label in opt among a set of nodes {v k , v k+1 , . . . , v n }. In other words, v l is the node which is to the left of v k in "ma", but is the rightmost node in "opt" among the nodes {v k , v k+1 , . . . , v n }. Thus, assuming V be the set of nodes having smaller labels than v l in opt, V ⊆ V k holds in Figure 3 . Then, the following equalities and inequalities hold:
This
This contradicts the assumption that there exists a better orientation opt with g opt > g ma .
B. Improving transport capacity 1) All-to-one Max-flow Routing Problem:
The next objective is to support the highest possible traffic load. A typical routing algorithm uses only the shortest path to support traffic for each source-destination pair. By also using roundabout paths, it becomes possible to support a traffic load that exceeds the capacity of the shortest path. The total traffic which can be supported from a node to the destination is determined by the max-flow of the routing graph. Since the minimum of max-flows among all nodes to the destination node (called the bottleneck) limits the supported range of the traffic demands, it is important to increase the minimum max-flow. By maximizing the minimum max-flow among all nodes to the destination, an ideal routing that achieves the best support for the excess (over capacity) traffic to the destination can be obtained. We call this maximization problem the allto-one max-flow routing problem. By calculating such routing for every destination, the routing that achieves the best support for all source-destination node pairs can be obtained.
A
formal description of the all-to-one max-flow routing problem is as follows. An undirected graph with link capacity G = (V, E, cap) is given, where cap(v, w) is the capacity of the edge (v, w) (cap(v, w) > 0 if (v, w) ∈ E, otherwise 0). A node t ∈ V is also given as the destination.
A solution (a routing graph, DAG) is expressed by an orientation of edges. For each orientation p of edges, f p (v, t) denotes the amount of max-flow from v to t in the DAG determined by the orientation p. (f p (t, t) = +∞ is assumed for every orientation p.) The all-to-one max-flow routing problem is to find an orientation of edges in the given graph that maximizes the minimum max-flow among all nodes to the destination t under the condition that the resulting directed graph is acyclic. The problem is formulated as follows.
Note that, if all link capacities in the input graph are identical, the all-to-one max-flow routing problem is synonymous with the all-to-one maximum connectivity routing problem, and the optimal solution would be identical.
2) MARA-MMMF:
The algorithm that solves the all-to-one max-flow routing problem optimally is called MARA-MMMF (Maximizing the Minimum Max-Flow). MARA-MMMF computes an MA ordering for an undirected graph with link capacity G = (V, E, cap) using w∈S cap(v, w) instead of d(v, S) to consider the max-flow rather than the connectivity. The difference between MARA-MC and MARA-MMMF is only the input (the graph contains link capacity) and the preference on the node (larger max-flow is preferred over larger connectivity). MARA-MMMF runs in O(m + n log n) time for one destination node, and in O(mn + n 2 log n) time for all node pairs. 
C. Improving transport capacity with shortest-path compatibility 1) All-to-one Maximum Shortest Path Alternatives problem:
Most existing Internet routers employ shortest-path routing. When creating a new routing graph, it may be preferable to construct a DAG such that it includes the SPT. If a new routing is consistent and is a superset of the shortest path routing, new routers and shortest path routers can coexist in the network simultaneously.
The objective of this section is to calculate a DAG that is consistent and is a superset of the SPT, with the better support for the excess traffic. We define the problem of deciding the directions of edges to maximize the minimum max-flow among all nodes to a destination under the constraint of including SPT, as the all-to-one maximum shortest path alternatives problem.
It is also possible to consider augmentation of connectivity, if d(v, S) is used instead of w∈S cap(v, w) below.
A formal description of the all-to-one maximum shortest path alternatives problem is as follows. An undirected graph with link costs and capacity G = (V, E, cost, cap) is given, where cost(v, w) > 0 gives the administrative cost of the edge (v, w) if (v, w) ∈ E, otherwise +∞ (the path with cost +∞ is considered as unreachable). A node t ∈ V is also given as the destination.
The all-to-one maximum shortest path alternatives problem is to find an orientation of edges in the given graph that maximizes the minimum max-flow among all nodes to the destination t under the condition that the resulting DAG (denoted by DAG p ) is a superset of SPT. The problem is formulated as follows.
2) MARA-SPE:
In this section, we propose an algorithm called MARA-SPE (Shortest Path Extension) that solves the all-to-one maximum shortest path alternatives problem. MARA-SPE consists of two stages: (1) an SPT on the graph G = (V, E, cost, cap) is computed using the destination node t as the root, such that the SPT sinks to the root 2 , and (2) a DAG is calculated so that all edges have identical directions to the SPT, if the edge is included in the SPT.
In the first stage, MARA-SPE computes a SPT using Dijkstra's algorithm. This is done in O(m + n log n) time. In the second stage, MARA-SPE computes an ordering of n nodes via an algorithm similar to the MA ordering algorithm. This is formally given in Algorithm 2, where T denotes the set of nodes such that within the SPT, all the ancestors of any node v ∈ T belong to S.
v1 ← t, S = {t} 3: i ← 2 4: compute U = {e ∈ E | U is the SPT} 5: while i ≤ |V | do 6: compute
choose a node v ∈ T with the largest w∈S cap(v, w) 8: vi ← v, S = S ∪ {v} 9: i ← i + 1 10: end while 11: output ordering (v1, v2, . . . , vn) of nodes 12: end procedure The total computation time to update T (Line 6) is O(m + n log n). Choosing the node v ∈ T with the largest w∈S cap(v, w) (Line 7) runs in O(log n) time with a Fibonacci heap, and the n iterations (Line 5) give a total execution cost of O(n log n). Thus, MARA-SPE runs in O(m + n log n) time for one destination node, and in O(mn + n 2 log n) time for all node pairs. The optimality proof for MARA-SPE is as follows. First, MARA-SPE always outputs a permutation of n nodes; that is, the size of node set T is at least 1 for any i ≤ |V | in Line 7, since the SPT must not have any directed cycles. It is also clear that the resulting DAG includes all the edges in the SPT with those correct directions (this property comes from Line 6). The optimality on the objective value can be obtained in a fashion similar to that of MARA-MC: Let v k be the bottleneck node with the lowest label in the orientation of MARA-SPE (denoted by spe), and v l be the node with the smallest label in opt among a set of nodes {v k , v k+1 , . . . , v n }. Because of the ordering of the opt, all the ancestors of v l in SPT must be in the set V , and thus also in
This contradicts the assumption that the bottleneck with the lowest label is the v k .
V. EVALUATION
In this section MARAs are evaluated for the number and the length of paths, the computational complexity, and the computation time. The input graphs are drawn from the Rocketfuel project [22] , and summarized in Table I . Since Rocketfuel does not provide the bandwidth of the links, and since we do not know any reasonable model for synthetic bandwidth for the links, MARA-MMMF cannot be evaluated in fair comparison with others, and is omitted from the simulation below.
A. Number and Length of Paths
MARA-MC and MARA-SPE are evaluated by comparing the number and the length of the computed paths to that of Dijkstra and LFI, on AS1221, AS1755, AS3257, and AS3967. The paths are calculated by enumerating all of the paths on the calculated DAG, for each source-destination pair. Since the enumeration of paths takes time exponential in the number of edges, the evaluation of two larger ISPs, AS1239 and AS6461, are omitted here.
MARA-MC and MARA-SPE exhibited a significant improvement. The average and standard deviation of the number, the average length (in nodes), and the maximum length of paths among source-destination pairs are shown in Table II . The table shows that on most topologies, LFI adds only a small number of multipaths to existing Dijkstra, MARA-SPE outperforms LFI for the number of additional multipaths even under the strict restriction to retain the shortest paths, and MARA-MC succeeds in calculating a huge number of paths. In AS3967, LFI seems to outperform MARA-MC and MARA-SPE in the average number of paths. This is because LFI computed a large number of paths to a small set of source-destination pairs (more than 1000 paths for 1.31% of the source-destination pairs), and leads to the highest mean average number of paths (this is sometimes meaningless in terms of network robustness; see the distribution and its discussion below). The average and maximum length of paths naturally tend to become larger when more multipaths are calculated. The use of multipaths implicitly presumes the use of longer roundabout paths.
The CCDF of the number, the average length, and the maximum length of paths are shown in Figure 4 . The figure shows that MARA-MC consistently calculates a large number of multipaths to a large fraction of source-destination pairs, MARA-SPE calculates a moderate number, yet outperforms LFI. The number of multipaths found by LFI is either worse or equivalent to that of MARA-SPE, depending on the topology and the administrative routing cost setting. For example, in AS1221, MARA-MC calculates more than 15 multipaths for 52.65% of source-destination pairs, MARA-SPE for 34.86%, while LFI does for only 2.17%. Dijkstra, which calculates only ECMPs, finds few for most source-destination pairs. Figure 4 also shows that MARAs exhibit longer path length. For example, in AS1221, the fraction of source-destination pairs that has the average path length more than 8 nodes is 14.89% for Dijkstra, and 16.5% for LFI, while it is 39.85% for MARA-SPE, and 56.13% for MARA-MC.
As mentioned earlier, the average number of paths by LFI in AS3967 outperformed MARA-MC (Table II) . However, examining the distribution of number of paths in AS3967, we see that MARAs still exhibit preferable characteristics. In the low range, MARAs provide the same number of paths to a larger fraction of source-destination pairs than LFI (although for MARA-SPE the difference is very small). For example, LFI provides more than 15 paths to 38.43% 
of source-destination pairs, while MARA-SPE provides 15 paths to 41.5%, and MARA-MC does to 53.03%. For failure avoidance, providing a small number of multipaths to a larger part of the network is preferred over providing a large number of multipaths to a small part of the network. Table III gives the computational complexities for several algorithms. The middle column is the complexity for the algorithm at each node (router) in the network; the right column is the network-wide total computation necessary for all nodes to calculate the routes for all source-destination pairs. l denotes the number of neighboring nodes for a node.
B. Computational Complexity
Bellman-Ford [23] is the routing algorithm utilized in Distance Vector routing algorithms such as RIP. For each node, it calculates n routes in at most m steps, and globally it calculates this n times.
The complexity of Dijkstra, used in OSPF and IS-IS, is similar to that of MA Ordering, in that it is O(m + n log n) by appropriate use of Fibonacci heap. Since Dijkstra calculates all routes from a source node to all destinations, globally it must be calculated n times (once for each source node).
LFI, which is equivalent to Deflection rule-1 (Deflect-1), is used in MPDA, MDVA, and MPATH. For each node, LFI and Deflect-1 require the Dijkstra calculation for each neighboring node, and comparisons of the neighbor's cost with the node's cost for each destination, which is O(ln). The complexity of LFI and Deflect-1 is globally n times Dijkstra plus m cost comparisons for each destination (O(mn)).
The bottom three lines of the table show the complexity of our MARA algorithms. The calculation is the same at every node or router; it is, in theory, possible to share results of the calculation among multiple nodes if desired.
Of course, the O(·) notation, by definition, hides a constant factor and transient terms in the execution time. Those terms can be of critical importance when considering whether to deploy a system in the real world. The next subsection addresses these concerns.
C. Computation Time
The CDF of the computation time of 100 executions of Dijkstra, LFI, MARA-MC, and MARA-SPE, for a single node (not overall), are shown in Figure 5 . The algorithms are implemented in C and executed on a FreeBSD virtual machine on a VMWare ESX Server R with 2-way Dual-Core AMD Opteron R 2.4GHz CPU and 16 GB memory. The algorithms use the more practical priority queue, i.e., a basic heap [24] , rather than a Fibonacci heap, hence the complexities differ somewhat from those shown in Section V-B. Our implementation of Dijkstra is O((m + n) log n), LFI O(l(m + n) log n), and MARA-MC and MARA-SPE O(n(m + n) log n). The time is measured by reading the processor's hardware timer using rdtsc from a user-mode software application, hence the operating system's process scheduling may be negatively affecting the variability of the results.
Carefully implemented, Dijkstra and LFI exhibited very fast computation in all topologies. Since theoretically all execution of MARAs at different nodes are identical, the variation in computation time is believed to be the result of process scheduling. The price for computing a significant number of multipath routes in MARA-MC and MARA-SPE is the exhibited significant increase in execution time; however, the computation times shown are for real-world network topologies and demonstrate the feasibility of actual deployment in a real network. The average and standard deviation of the computation time are summarized in Table IV. Figure 5 shows the CDF of the computation time.
VI. CONCLUSION
Migrating the Internet from essentially single-path routing to multipath routing can potentially improve the fault resilience of the network, raise the aggregate bandwidth available between two nodes, and increase the utilization of otherwise idle resources. One step toward the realization of this goal is the development of algorithms for finding the multipath routes on the network graph.
We have developed a family of three optimal algorithms, which we call MARA-MC, MARA-MMMF, and MARA-SPE. This family is called MARAs, Maximum Alternative Routing Algorithms. All three algorithms calculate a DAG that includes all of the edges in the graph. These routing algorithms compute many multipaths, which may be used in the Internet to improve failure avoidance. We evaluated MARAs on the number and the length of paths and on the algorithm's computational time, using topologies inferred from real, large networks. The results showed that MARA-MC calculate a significant number of multipaths; for the several autonomous systems (ASes) we evaluated, the lowest average number of paths found was more than twenty-five. The computation time on a modern processor is sub-one second, verifying its feasibility in practice. 
